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bill passed the last time in
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the House, and the remains were ship
pose of opening all of that country
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Captain Fred Fornoff received a
June 29. President
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Joplin, Mo., Sunday afternoon,
Deinlng. They have already
Mexican.
dispatch this Iforenoon
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the Navajo Indians have murder
morning.
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Mills, governor of New Mexico, secre- Mlmbres,
Meet.
to
Roosevelt and Taft
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Mexico.
down today by John W, Rob- this
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No Interference With Fight.
being named as agent with resisand and laid on the shore, but accordEast Las Vegas, N. M., June 18, 1910. and other cities, acting as their guide
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dence In Roswell.
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Governor Returns,
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of July 4, was swept away thiB
women crowded around them lament- signature
Governor and Mrs. Mills, their son, tion Is formed are mentioned
Game and Fish Warden Gable has
cere interst and successful efforts tor
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teen minutes later, Roberts
Eyles "Very well, I will promptly sign it,
Improve real
personally
er at Bland, N. M., a deputy game and
Madeline, returned this morning from
"SECUNDINO ROMERO,
that there Is no possibility of In- rode np, and at once went to work Bill, to help you along, and am very
the east where they have been about of maintaining pleasure resorts In the
fish warden. Alleged violations ot
"Mayor.
"I do not know how the seeklLg to restore the spark of life in glad to have the chance to do so;" and
three weeks. Wilson Mills bas just territory: to buy, hold and sell all terference.
the game and fish laws are reported
"E. BARBER,
boen graduated with high (honors at kinds of personal property for the pur- rumors of possible Interference by my- the two bodies but it was too late.
he signed.
from that place.
"B. MARES,
Yale University.
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pose of establishing and maintaining self have gotten out," said the govDelegate Andrews, accompanied by
"R.
ESQUIBEL,
Fornoff tlhat John H. Malone who was)
Chairman Hamilton, Representatives
at pleasure resorts; to construct and ernor as he slhook hands with beam- SLIGHT IMPROVEMENT IN
The governor's party arrived
"A. SENA,
Tex. "I wish to state again that
indicted in Mora county on the charge
Lamy this morning, contrary to the build or acquire artificial reservoirs, ing
"Las Vegas Town Council."
LOCAL WOOL MARKET. Guernsey, of Maine, and Cole, of Ohio,
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acstate
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spectaand
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same,
disappointed
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ahead of time and arrived shortly af
maintaining
an auto, followed in another auto by
ty. Mounted Policeman Sena also ar
contracts to tors at his training quarters early this
Boston, June 28. There was a slight Delegate Cameron, ot Arizona, and H. Picks Up Tip of a Lance In New York rested Ellgio Gallegos yesterday at
ter 10 o'clock to the surprise of those to make all necessary
Street Without Dismounting
cheerfully Improvement noted lit the local wool I. Latham, a prominent citizen of
morning by announcing
who bad planned to have the band carry out the objects of said corporaChaperlto. Gallegos is charged with,
J
From His Horse.
cattle stealing. He will be brought
tion! to acquire, construct or own that he did not Intend to do any work market but transfers are nearly all at Phoenix, Ariz.
turn out and to welcome bim.
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Then
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charged through
Business,
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manufacturers'
here today and given a hearing soon
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houses, lodges, boat today.
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a
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dust.
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correspondUpon
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Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomel
mediums,
James T. Williams, of the Tucson Cit- - ent
Fe, for he not only attended the com roads and acqueducts, ditches, dams
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felt
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trot
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of
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a
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has been sent to Madera in Manzano
corre
M.
and
Ira
isren,
mencement exercises at Yale where and bridges; to propagate trees, vines too
your
Bond,
In Cuba, entertained those of the regi
Ohio
and '.rent to wasned.- ueittine, good to work
county and with District Attorney
Ills son graduated but also took
a and shrubbery and to acquire, appro- his rooms. It was today,
rest day this morn- sells at 25 cents and line territory at spondent. All were at once admitted ment gathered here for the reception Klock of Bernalillo oounty will Inves
the
prominent part In the "statehood exer- priate and use water necessary for of ing at Jack Johnson's camp also, but 62 to 64 cents clean. Advices from to the office of the President where of Mr. Roosevelt with photographic
tigate the finding of a partly burled
cordial greetings were exchanged as views of
cises" which were held In Washington purpose of carrying out the objects
fighting around Port Artlhur corpse of an American.
during the afternoon the champion the west indicate that the new clip the President
each one a warm in the RuBsian-Japanesbefore New Mexico's long wished for such corporation.
gave
e
and
In
war.
of
The
the
hard
little
took
with
Is
boxing
grind
up
very
New Company.
moving slowly,
stock
The amount of the capital
and hearty hand shake.
hope was realised. And the governor
entertainment was held at the Buck
gymnasium work.
Articles of Incorporation were filed
quiry on part of local buyers.
also took part In "back from Elba hall he $5,000, divided Into 50 shares
As the President prepared to sign
hotel. Mr. Emerson
also In the territorial
ingham
secretary's office tothe bill, Postmaster General Hitchcock showed views of the
celebration" and rode in a carriage in of the par value of $100 each of which
Rough Riders
ComWYOMING LAND MADE
the procession which
handed him a valuable gold pen and campaign In Cuba. Many ot those day by the Estancia Mercantile
had Colonel stock $2,200 has been subscribed with ASSASSIN OF EGYPTIAN
which Is capitalized at 50,000.
BARREN BY ALKALI.
PREMIER IS HANGED.
which to begin business.
Roosevelt as the stellar attraction.
Delegate Andrews handed him an present were in the pictures on the pany
of 600 shares at $100 each.
He was somewhat tired therefore
The names and postoffice addresses
Evanston, Wyo., June 28. Farmers American eagle quill pen with gold screen on the fights at San Juan Hill, consisting
Hin-klThe Incorporators are Milton Dow
upon his return today but the ideal of the Incorporators are: J. F.
Cairo, Egypt, June 28. Ibraham from the Lyman country report that bands around It. The President, with Kettle Hill, Daiquiri and El Caney, who is named as the New Mexico
1 share; L. K. McGaffey, 1 share;
climate of Santa Fe with its maximum
of Boutros some of the finest land In that section the gold pen wrote: "Approved, June among them Craig Wadsworth, Chas.
Wardani, the assassin
office at Estancia
19
with
of 72 degrees yesterday compared to Fred Miller, 1 share; R. H. McCune, J. Pasha
Oxali, Egyptian premier and Is being destroyed by alkali coming to 20th, W. H.," and with the quill pen: Knobloch, Artihur Cosby, Colonel Bro- - agent J. H.
English, 20 shares, and
shares;
the terrific temperature in New York W. Kinslneer. James M. Dye, Willis minister of foreign afTalrs, was hanged the surface. Farms that were beau"Taft."
dle and "Billy" McGinty and "Jim J. S. Kelly 1 share. The company
City which was struck by a heat wave Ford, R. L. Malone, B. A. Cahoon, A today. Wadanl shot and killed the tiful in vegetation a few years ago are
As the President signed the first Darnell,' the crack cowboys of the will d a
general merchandise busiof 102 degrees did much to make him Pruitt, W. S. Prager, W. T. Joyner,
almost barren,
premier on February 20.
part with the gold pen he handed that regiment,
ness.
forget the work and worry of the W. E. Rogers. J. J. Jaffa, J. W. Will-over
Hitch
to
General
Postmaster
pen
Mr.
In the parade on Saturday
Appointed Notary.
past few weeks and he smiled pleas' son, W. O.
Hamilton, Thomas C
cock, and as he signed "Taft" with the Emerson served as color bearer of the
'Acting Governor Jaffa appointed
antly as he talked of the great vic Tillotson, Sidney Prager, Harry Jaffa,
Deleto
ho
handed
that
pen
pen
quill
He lost the tip of his nine one
regiment.
notary public, John K. Stauffeur,
tory New Mexico and Arizona bad George B. French, W. M. AtkinBon
gate Andrews, and as he did so sold: foot lance. He was soon hailed by
won.
and Morris Price, Roswell.
"Now I have tried to please ail as to Captain Curry, in command of the of Santa Fe, Santa Fe county.
To Address Institute.
Taft and Hitchcock.
The corporate existence of the cor
signing the bill."
company following him. Governor
Assistant Superintendent ot Public
"You may say for me that state noratlon shall be 50 years and the
Andrews returned the quill Curry handed Mr. Emerson the lost
Delegate
Education Acasio Gallegos will deliv
hood is the greatest of boons for New business of the corporation Is to be
pen to the long leather covered box. tip.
er an address at 1 p. m. tomorrow be
Mexico," he said to a reporter today, managed by a board of directors of
Mr. Morton, the secretary to the Presto
and
dismount
work
Quick
get
"and one I have long desired to see. nine members and the names of those
fore the teachers' Institute now being
ident, held a blotter, with which he that," said Mr. Emerson.
By the Governor.
The passage of the bill was largely selected for the first three months
held in the (high school. His subject
as he did
blotted
the
Mexico:
was
"Dismount
saying
signature,
New
the
of
the
the
reply.
of
To
nothing,"
Territory
due to the energetic efforts of PresiPeople
will be "The Personality of the Teachare: J. F. Hinkle, L. K. McGaffey, K.
Governor of Now Mexico, In accordance with the so: "I take great pleasure in present- 'The governor Just leaned out of his er."
the
I,
undersigned.
dent Taft and of Postmaster General A. Cahoon, James M.
Dye, Fred Miller,
ing the blotter to my kind friend Dele- saddle and scooped it off the ground."
i..tchcock. Both Mr. Taft and Mr. R. H. McCune, J. W. Kinsinger, Willis provisions of an act of Congress entitled:
Trouble With Checks.
gate Cameron, who at one time did me
"An Act to enable the people of New Mexico to form a constiCurry Interviewed.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
Hitchcock are great friends of the Ford and R. L. Malone, all of Roswell.
a
service."
on
great personal
tution and state government and be admitted Into the Union
(Washington Herald.)
has had a great deal of annoyance
Territory of New Mexico and they
National Guard Order,
will
As all were again shaking the hand
We all hope that Congress
an equal footing with the original states; and to enable the peohave proved this friendship in a most
with dishonored checks.
recently
Permission during the months ot
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constitution
and
be
of
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state
us
and
the
to
form
before
Arizona
a
statehood
upon signing
government
adjourn Since assuming his office he has tried
give
ple of
striking and fitting manner."
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July,
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words
on
an
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Union
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Govvernor
admitted
into
being
pleasant
original
Curry,
said
former
equal
footing
ment,"
to accommodate the public by accept
When asked lit he did not find that
hereby granted the organized militia
;
States,"
chaged, Mr. Bond unexpectedly drewi0f New Mexico, at the New Willard ing local checks, although he becomes
In She past week or two O. O. P. stock
of the several states and territories to which Act was approved June 20, A. D.. 1910, do hereby order an election
as
he
out
President
the
"Both
hflH
saying
by
pledged
nnrl
parties
alrvwnrri
ProaMotit
yesterday.
.
irnnaW .. .. .U UUU that . ...
responsible to the territory for fees
DW
the territory of New to be held on
Tuesday, the Otlh day of September, A. D., 1910, to choose one shook him by the hand: "Mr. Presi themselves to grant statehood to New as soon as papers are filed. A numTaft Is being applauded everywhere pass through
Mexico armed and equipped, for the hundred (100)
dent, I have worked for the signing of Mexico and Arizona, and every man In ber of checks have been returned to
delegates to form a constitutional convention for said Territor the legislation he has been able
of attending joint camps of tory, for the purpose of framing a constitution for the proposed State of this statehood bill for about forty Congress knows that they are entitled him
to obtain In Congress, the governor purpose
unpaid recently and while In
Instruction and the national matches New Mexfco.
years." The President quickly replied: to Join the Union from all points of many cases they have been made
smilingly said: "There can be no at Camp
Ohio.
of
to
with
work
accordance
hard
in
the
and
Now
work
view.
Perry,
all
must
I further specify and announce,
requirements
doubt now, from what I could gather,
good, the collections Involved a great
By command ot the Acting Gover- said Act that the Governor, Chief Justice, and Secretary of said Territory,
"President Tart Is making every ef- deal ot annoyance and expense. He
secure a good constitution, wun no
that the Republicans will carry
the
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to
not
the
be
A.
said
will
I
it
And
1910,
of
28th
D.,
to
the
delegates
It.
on
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the
in
freaks
apportion
to
June,
fort
Induce
hope
pass
day
Congress
has decided to make a uniform rule of
House.
That seeniB a sure thing."
A. S. BROOKES,
hn nemssarv to send Mr. Bryan out measure, but it this body sees fit to accepting only bank drafts, express
selected, equitably among the several counties of said Territory In acResumes Work,
General,
tfhe
vote
as
cast
shown
at
All
the
Adjutant
constitution."
by
the
with
the
to
recommen
cordance
write
population
the
there
President's
voting
or postal money orders hereafter In
to
not
the
The governor did
disregard
go
cap!
election for Delegate In Congress in said Territory in the year A. D-- 1908,
tol this morning but after luncheon
very promptly, from both territories, dations and disavow its party pledges, payment of fees for which he Is refol
as
each
was
to
county
and that the number of delegates apportioned
he buckled down to work in Ibis of- ANTONIO PEREA STABS
earnestly assured the President that there la no one to suffer from it but sponsible to the territory.
PEDRO PEREA IN COLORADO. lows:
there would be no freaks In either the Republican party. President Taft,
fice as usual.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
6 constitution; that they would be equal personally, can no be blamed If the Gable has. returned
8 Quay
Mrs. Mills and the other members
from Springer
Bernalillo
Rea
with
of the family stood the long Journey Then Holds Up
bill does no pass, but the Republican where he went to get some "baby"
6 to the best In the Union. And
Bystander and
Klo Arriba
Chaves
was
Endeavor
President
3 these assurances the
lieves Him of $8 Vain
8 Roosevelt
across the continent very well and al
bass for stocking lakes.
party will be the sufferer.
Colfax
to Make His Escape on
"I am on my way to New York to
2 Sandoval ,
2 especially pleased.
though they seemed somewhat tired
Curry
Colonel
when
those
2
and
Stolen
be
Horse,
present
among
San Junn
they too expressed great pleasure at
At this time an artist appeared,
TRIED TO PASS CHECKS
Dona Ana
The
9 the President taking the gold pen, as Roosevelt returns on Saturday.
2 San Miguel
being back in New Mexico which has
THAT WERE WORTHLESS.
Eddy
esIn
in
colonel
as
the
'
all
stands
Just
6
such a fine climate. Mrs. Mills spent
28.
high
4
Pedro
bill;
statehood
the
Juue
when signing
Colo,,
Santa Fe
Canfield,
Grant .
to the teem of his former comrades of the
some time with relatives and friends Perea was killed by Antonio Perea
2 the room formed a semi-circl4 Sierra
Guadalupe
as he ever Special to the New Mexican.
in Brooklyn where the weather
was near this
6 left of the President, and two pictures
Rough Rider regiment
3 Socorro
place. The men are not re- Lincoln
Texlco, N. M., June 24. Quite a
4 were taken of all present.
either stiflllngly Ihot or a steady down lated, though their names are alike. Luna
stood, and they will stand by hlra,
1 Taos
sensation was caused here by a man,
his
alms
3
mny be, as they
whatever
pour, making life disagreeable espe- No cause Is known.
1 Torrance
a
for
called
then
President
The
McKlnley
- aged about thirty years, who tried to
a
4
dally for people who have been used
The men were playlug the grapho-phon- e Mora
0 Union
number of his own photos and after know that Colonel Roosevelt is No . highone pass a number of checks that were
to the dry, bracing climate of this re
minded, patriotic American
3 Valencia
when AntonU walked over to Otero
words,
and)
some
appropriate
worthless. One check was on the First
writing
can say, except Colonel Roosevelt,
gion.
Pedro who was tending the machine
I therefore specify and direct that the electors of each county shall,
National bank of Plalnview, Texas,
signing his name gave them around,
are."
for
future
the
couu-this
what
to
such
plans
Judge Pope is Coming.
and stabbed him la the neck with a at snld election, choose the number of delegates apportioned
the other on the Citizens' National
Delegate Andrews requesting one
wrote
received
to
Jaffa
a
a point, lae
telegram caBa knife siround
Secretary
nti aforesaid.
for New Mexico the President
Bank of Plalnview. The first was for
from Chlof Justice Pope Btating that blade went clear through the neoK.
The snld Act of Congress requires that such election for delegates
upon It: "To my friends In New Mex BANK WRECKER RE$1,000 and the second tor $1,200. He
CITY.
he expected to leave today from Clo-vl- s Then he hold up a bystander aud took shall be held and conducted, the returns made, and Uhe certificates of perCANON
AT
on
ARRESTED
tneir
ico. With congratulations
offered the $1,000 check to Cashier
for Santa Fe and will arrive here $8 In ourrency.
sons elected to such convention Issued, as nearly as may be, In the same certain prospect of early statehood.
George Morelund to be cashed and
some time tomorrow afternoon.
Going to the road Antonio stoped a manner as Is prescribed by the laws of the Territory regulating elections
Pen- desired to leave the $1,200 check for
W. H, Taft." Delegate Andrews said Aged President Relased From
man on horseback, and taking the an- therein ot members of the legislature existing at the time of the last that he would place the flag waved
to
Another
Face
Again Arrested.
itentiary Only
deposit. He finally left the checks
of said over the House when the statehood
'
Serious Charge.
for collection and made the rounds of
Captain Fornoff of the mounted po- imal, made his escape. Sheriff Capp election of said members of the legislature, and that the provisions
and
ot
electors
registraovertook
laws In all respects, Including the qualifications
lice has received word that Roman of Boulder was notified, and
bill passed, the pen and the photo In
Texlco passing checks In smaller
as
and
to
therein
election
for;
hlra
said
who
the
had
provided
the man near Superior, capturing
tion, shall be applicable
Martinez and Patica Salazar,
the New Mexico Historical Society, at Rocky Ford, Colo., June 28. John amounts for supplies and booze which
that it shall be
been in Jail In Tierra Amarllla for with the horse and money In his pos- the mild lawB of said Territory regulating elections provide
Santa Fe.
He rude out
Goddnrd, former president of the state he loaded In his buggy.
tllie respective counties,
of
commissioners
of
boards
county
of
the
of
on
killing session.
the charge
the duty
some weeks
In the box containing the pen which bank at Rocky Ford, Colo was re- of town In a hurry but the bunk's auto
for
In
said
Territory
election
held
before
to
the
general
any
been
taken
man
(00)
an IndUin and taking his cattle but
The
has
days
sixty
Delegate Andrews handed to the Pres- leased on parole from the state peni- was soon In pursuit and broiiKlit the
members of the legislative assembly, to appoint boards of registrationatBoulder county jail.
had been released, were
ident was the printed statement:
tentiary at 10 o'clock this morning, genial visitor back, who In default of
the
evidence
in and for the Beveral proclnts of their respective counties, I call
upon the finding of new
Is presented to the Presi- One minute later, as the aged bank $250 bail, was taken to the county Jail
"This
pen
of
appointto
the
necessity
tention of said boards of county commissioners
against the men. The Indian was HOLMES GETS OFF WITH
dent of the United States, to be used wrecker stopped through the big gate, at Clovls.
to be held on the Eth
killed Boma time ago In Rio Arriba
A FINE OF $5,000. ing such boardB of registration at their meetings
In Blgnlng the act of Congress grant- he was re arrested by Sheriff Porter
1010.
D
A.
Washington, June 29. Edward S. day of July,
county.
statehood to the territory of New of Otero county on warrants charging COLONEL ROOSEVELT
A, D., 1910.
ing
of
this
office
29th
the
June,
Executive
day
the
at
Done
GOES TO BOSTON,
Holmes, Jr., former associate statisti
him with accepting deposits after he
General Brookes III.
Mexico,
New Mexico.
of
the
Seal
Great
of
the
Territory
and
hand
my
Witness
of
agriculture,
New York. June 28. Colonel Roose
"The qutll, from which the pen was knew the bank was Insolvent.
Adjutant General Brookes was not cian of the department
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
ofin
nilsconduct
for
1905
indictod
In
at his office today and it was stated
will be taken to La Junta and velt left here this morning for Boston,
made, was taken from the plnon of an
com
that ho was taken ill and is at home. fice In connection with the "cotton By the Governor:
American eagle, captured by Ed P. confined in Jail pending a preliminary where he will attend the Harvard
NATHAN JAinj'A,
mencement exercises,
He was operated on for appendicitis statistics leak," today plead guilty,
Crlsto hearing.
de
the
In
Sangre
Westoby,
Socretary of New Mexico.
some weeks ago at Raswell and seem and was fined $"',000 which he paid.
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A COMPLETE
FIA8CO.
toucft with these
limitless land areas and limitless re ly small productive area and as the Into direct personal
One of the lurid Bldeplaya of the
The plan we propose will
sources to which we are Just begin vegetation had so much more moisture people.
bring this newly awakened interest session of Congress which adjourned
nlng to awaken. The nation has com' than the air it had to give up its into
concrete form. It will show these on last Saturday evening was the
pletoly grown up and been brought moisture to assist In the equalization
As
the way to get the Information Balllnger-Flncho- t
Investigation.
people
that
and
ln
the
between
go
that
that
to
face
Tim
the responsibilities
ireucan
plant
they desire. It will put every mem- had been predicted by friends of the
with the adult state. The child ranges lacking In the air.
into
association
the
personal
of
It
a
ber
administration,
complete
proved
"Our United States weather bureau communication with them.
free; tho man seeks his resouroes in
fiasco aa far as establishing any wrong
PRlftTINO MM- himself. We speak today of such sent men into this area, but no explaNflW MEXICAN
believe that, as a business doing or even wrong
on
"We
motive
thirty-secon- d
bold
as
PAHY.
things as dry farming and intensive nation could be given. Finally,
man, this plan will appeal to you aa part of Secretary of the Interior R. A.
pioneers pushed farther over this vast
cultivation,
the
as
eviand
giving
Balllnger was concerned. All the
and thoroughly practical
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
"What have these new Btates to con section, especially to the south
greatest possible result to the indi- dence is in, and the public has formed
Editor and President
great areas in Texas and vidual from the very least possible
plowed
tribute
federal
the
y8tem
to
partnershlpT
its conclusion even before the comGreenwich, the same being the east- which shal be
now on
FRANK P. 8TURGES,
open to all the children Arliona has 113.000 square miles of Oklahoma, the rains falling
Individual expense. It should appeal mittee makes Kb formal report at
and-wes- t
lines be- of
and
state and free, from sectarian territory and New Mexico has nearly this crust of sod sank Into the soil and
said
to the man, to uhe corporathis fall, that Secretary
tween Texas and New Mexico, and
schools shall 123,000 square miles. Arliona had In the moisture was, and is lifted gradu- directly
Interested In any
run by authority of act of Cougress control, and that said
only defect has been hii re.
and tion or organization
surface
to
the
capillarity
a
ally
but
1900
by
6TAUFFER,
ln
a
K.
of
123,000,
the
or
JOHN
population
way In the handling of land
..
spect for the law and that 1b a defect
approved June B 1858, known as he
MTer federal estimate for the year 1909 partially saturates the thirsty air, and
u .
T
8o rtti rt
development of the new state, or any which the people forgive him most
Clark Ine, and that part of the line enact
or
about 155,-00- when it now blows, even with great of Its districts.
abridging
at
the
restricting
places
population
water-hungr- y
joyously. No wonder that the Washalong the parallel of 36 degrees and , r, fc
, uff
on account o
Now Mexico has grown a little force and velocity. It is not
M 30 minutes of north latitude forming
"The matter Is placed before you ington Post, fearless and independent
Vn tared M Second Class MaUar
,
as of old and does not extract with
or
condl(lon of mora slowly and has risen from 195,-00- 0
It
give
that
you
'
the
request
says:
the north boundary line of the Pan- Bervud
life-fluiUw Santa Ft Foatoffiea,
out of the plants with
that abmty t0 rea(1
ln 1900 to some 227,000 ln 1909. It the
thoughtful consideration; and a cor
"The report that Hon. Richard A.
handle of Texas, and which said part.
g. may also be In order to mention that which It comes In contact."
unnor8tand ,
dial Invitation Is extended to you to Balllnger, secretary of the interior,
Beutaweat
of Bald lines have been confirmed by
con
to
well
movement
the
for
llsh
five
ago
this
years
a federal estimate of
language sufficiently
join with us in
wli find aa excuse for resigning soon
acts of Congress
THE SANE FOURTH.
duct the duties of the office without places the value of property in New
advancement of New Mexico. We after the conclusion of the Balllnger-Pincho- t
THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 1910.
"Namely, what has been read yog the aid of an
memshall be a Mexico as $332,000,000, and In Arizona
to
the
difficult
withstand
to
addition
ln
is
your
Interpreter
will
It
be glad,
plea
from the sundry civil bill which does
hearing, boa no semblance of
all state at $306,000,000, ai per capita wealth of the small hoy for fireworks on bership, to have a personal letter from
Mr. Balnot confirm any survey whatever. necessary qualification for the
state which is almost the same as that Fourth 6f July and uhe arguments of you giving any suggestions you may probability. It is not like
officers and members of
there would be no occasion
luia juiufc icovmiiuu luituci oaja.
latum
In fire care to make as to the operation of llnger, and
like
state
and
dealers
of
old
manufacturers
"
shown
'
a
ln
prosperous
That it shall be the duty of the
it. After a siege of many months,
FRUSTRA-TRATESixth. That the capital of said Iowa, The public school has kept pace crackers that young America should the plan and any means by whidh it for
A TEXAS LAND STEAL
commissioners appointed under this
in which every kind of insinuation,
state shall, until changed by the ele with material prosperity. Arizona's be permitted to celebrate the National may be Improved and made more
to
said
old
nionuClark
act
suspicion, and implication was admitof Iowa's holiday In the old way. But Harper's
'
The New Mexican is in receipt of t ments and' lines where
"u
'
population 1b
they can be
ted into the congressional
hearing,.
side
the
other
very
twelve page printed report submitted found and Identified
Weekly presents
and so very nearly Is her
by the original
Secretary Balllnger has emerged victo Congress by Delegate W. H. Anthat purpose, be at the city of Santa
New Mexico's record is still forcibly:
A GREATER NAVY.
OF
NEED
THE
now
monuments
on
the
been
found
fact
has
ground,
Not
a
torious.
single
of
drews on the effort to steal something
Fe but no election shall be called or better. Her population is
There was no general campaign to
There has been considerable criti- produced to show that he was even
thlrtJ,-nrB- t
Is
e
like 600,000 acres from the Territory
,or
tne
rior
of
the
Iowa's
murderous
her
curb
the
Impulses
and
but their original position can be rovld.
cism of the present administration de- derelict to duty, much less corrupt.
of New Mexico for the state of Texas,
Arizona's fervid objection glorious Fourth until Mrs. Isaac L.
Eefem,e,' "25- about shown by competent parol evidence, i&yot
manding a reasonable amount for tbe Tho hnira nlln nt malice, vllliflcatlon.
Mexare
here
be
New
and
"Seventh
That
by moving the boundary line
of
the
with
for
the
to
wedlock
statehood
Rice,
society
president
or by the topographical maps, or field
must keep up and misrepresentation
that was infull ico cannot be justified on the ground suppression of unnecessary noise, re navy. But Uncle Sam
three nilles further west than the
with
to
the
United
States,
monuthe
made by said Clark;
the strength of his navy until It Ib tended to crush him has crumbled,
The report contains
103d meridian.
"- - that It would be marrying down ln the cently began an agitation.
She
felt
'
so
so
of
armaments
ments
found, of their position
first among the naval
and President Toft's confidence ln
some spicy reading which throws an
for the carrying out or the social scale. Of the two, New Mexico, that the celebration of Independence
Identified, shall determine the true and powers
lest tie face the same kind him Is now seen to have been founded
Interesting light on the devious methUnited States of the as much the older community, is ap- Day was like an annual battle first the world,
the
r
nH
by
provisions
hmmrinrv
the
ci,in
Great
confronts
of a predicament that
who
on solid ground.
ods of the Texas Congressman
ap-fu- ll
parently the more advanced cultural the noise of roaring fire arms, then Britain, according to Elmer Kooeris
lines as marked by said Clark to the act of Congress entitled "An act sale
"Mr. Balllnger has borne himself
has been fighting New Mexico's inter
ly. The prejudice between Arizona the burial of the dead and the care in the July Scrlbner's.
extent of the survey made by Propriating the receipts from the
He
Bays
with
this long ordeal with patience
during
ests for many years, beginning
m
and
that
the
racial
found
wounded.
ana
She
iui.u
the
of
and New Mexico is partly
and where no survey was actuaispusui oi puimc
"The German navy Is Berlous for and dignity. He has not replied to
the original Elephant Butte dam con- him; nrtirinniiv mill nn salrt linen it tain states and territories to the con- Metrical
Association
bad
American
partly political.
Great Britain, not because the safety every vague insinuation, but he has
troversy. Hon. Sereno Payne, in his shall he the dutv of the said commis- - Btruction of irrigation works for the
the admission of the two compiled from official records statis of the British Isles is endangered nor replied to every definite charge against
"Politically
address opposing the bill pointed out sinners to run a straieht line between reclamation or ana .anas, approvea
...
of the casualties of the Fourth
tics
tho
narty
because Germany has any aggressive him, and his reply has been backed by
the errors of the Clark survey which
June 17, 1902, and acts amendetory
ln elther branch of of July that were appalling, although
be the nearest points determined by the
the documentary evidence. He has re.trength
Congressman Stephens wanted to
full num policy against her, but because
even
records
these
ln
the
ur
wnen
ana
umiwii
saia
Democratic
a
Clark
sent
oupyicmcmi..,
survey,
siraigni
Congress. Arizona
British political position throughout vealed himself as a strong, able man,
declared the boundary between Texbeen
bo run. marked and tne same extent, as ir. saia ue uu delerate to Coneress from 1900 to ber of cases did not appear, Inasmuch
have
lines
reason a good fighter, and a fearless public
as and New Mexico:
as many had been treated In private the world will be reduced by
upon by the commissioners remained a territory.
1900, and elected a Republican by 700
That official, who has not swerved from hla
"He never completed the survey, agreed shall
and were not reported. The of the existence of the navy.
whenever nereaiwr in 1908, a
true
That
practice
form
the
thereafter
Eighth.
thev
The
legisyear.
has
prosidentlnl
has already been greatly duty. He has obeyed the law himself
and he left an opening there that
any of the lands contained within In- lature, which had its biennial session association published the figures year nosltlon
lines."
boundary
2
ln
the and he has forced others to obey it.
of
a
the rise
point
never been surveyed from
Japan
or allotments in last
at dlan reservations
year, but the publication was changed by
He names the 'true meridian'
year, stood 27 Democrats to 9 after
"It Is Impossible to believe that Mr.
of the United States ln the
miles and 5 chains west of the true
far
east,
be
medical
to
the
allotted.
shall
members
Btate
limited
of
of
said
west
proposed
New Mexico has Bent
s
Republicans.
down the the one hundredth degree
western hemisphere, of Germany on Balllnger will seek occasion to retire.
meridian about
kind
and
This
or
otherwise
energetic
reserved,
disposea
profession.
sold,
Clark
the
old
not
survey,
to Congress,
British It would be proof of a weakness that
Republican delegate
line to a point 3 miles 67 chains and Greenwich,
woman determined to present the the continent of Europe. The
be suDjeci ior a penoa
of less than four
s
shores of he has never shown. No doubt he has
of the Why? Because that does not take of, they shall
35 links to a point
allot- - though by majorities
of death and torture to the fleets in the east, on both
such
after
to
twenty-fiv- e
record
of
years
it
Texas
and
land
from
give
130 any
hundred votes, but the last legislature
North and South America and in tne felt, at times, that a public official pern
way down the line In all about
American public, and she began
as the Clark survey did. ment sale, reservation, or oiner
dhowed a Republican majority of 20
lessened to forms an ungrateful task. This feelso that It has never been Oklahoma,
miles
crusade by writing and speaking on Mediterranean have been
one
hun-- posnl to all the laws of the United on joint-ballthe
to
he
when
senagets
more
Democratic
Two
strengthen the fleets ln home waters. ing has been expressed even by Presisurveyed, and Texas has no
the
to States prohibiting the mtroauction oi
subject.
wants
be
and
third
dred
degree
of
two
tors
and
from Arizona
will become dent Taft; but Secretary Balllnger has
Republican
claim to It than has the state
and
"The most startling argument she The British naval forces
have the lines of the Clark survey so liquor Into the Indian country;
senators from New Mexico would
concentrated ln ratio to the shown too high a sense of duty to JusNew York. The gentleman from Tex
further
coun-giveFourth
the
murderous
"Indian
found
"Indian"
and
terms
against
as they exist now, because that the
seem to be the most immediate pros
as (Mr. Stephens) says this survey far
was by a comparison of the casual German construction. The prevailing tify the belief that he will yield to a
3 miles In width of additional try" shall Include the Pueblo Indians
pect. The case of Arizona would seem
was established by Uhe United States
ln seven famous battles of tbe strategical doctrine will require Great passing whim and throw off the re
now
ties
of of New Mexico and the lands
to
out
come
to
Texas
territory
naval powto be the surer one, because in that American
by an act of Congres later in an
Revolution, taken from the Britain to have at homeona more than sponsibilities that he carries. He has
owned or occupied by them.
New Mexico."
and disappoint Bancroft's
bill, the sundry civil ap
mastered the difficult questions arising
of the United er sufficient to engage
I
Its people territory the delays
and
state
That
"Ninth.
History
"The
the
Mr.
Mondell:
then,
purpose
batments it has experienced at the hands
propriation bill. A survey was made understand, is to follow the Kidder consent to all the singular the
in bis department, and has injected. ..
with uhe casualties reported equal terms a fleet of thirty-eigh- t
have engen- States, American Medical Association tleships and twenty large cruisers into the service a strong, progressive
a
of
Congress
under the act of June. 6, 1858. The
Republican
the
the
act
by
Kidder
this
of
where
survey
the
visions
gives
concerning
resentment The senti Here they are:
dered
within one day'B sail of her coasts.
survey was not to make a boundary more land to Texas, and to follow the lands hereby
spirit, He is needed at his post. The
grantel or confirmed to ment sharp
line. The survey was to And the true
has been repeatedly expressed Celebration
"The 'relations' between Great Brit- people are realizing more and more
Killed and
where the Clark survey the state, the terms and conditions
Clark
survey
one
continuous
hun
do
are
was
is
in
the
that 'the Republican Congress
boundary line, which
Wounded ain and Germany
this quiet, determined, clear-sighte- d
more land to Texas."
upon which said grants and conflrmain- that
in its power to make
dred and third meridian, and for no gives
4,449 discussion that rises to a certain
1903...
man Is in the place where he can
July
Mr. Payne: "Certainly that is it. (ong are made, and the means and ing everything
-.
was
budDemocratnaval
British
the
other Duruose. This language
when
Arizona
overwhelmingly
1904
4,169 tensity
serve them and protect their interests
And what else do you expect from a conditions, all ln every respect and
July
when
ic.'"
slipped Into the appropriation bill:
5,176 get Is debated in Parliament or
1905..
most effectively. His work is not yet
whose state received $12,- - particular as in this act provided."
July
uuumeo.
some
'And the boundary line between gentleman
question
1906
European
6,466
The Philadelphia Ledger says:
July
ended, and it Is not in his nature to
000,000 for this land and comes . in
Outside of these, the declarations
to
are
said public-lan'relations'
sharpen
These
strip and Texas and
likely
1907
4,413
leave a task unflnshed."
"The event warns us in a new way July
sixty years afterwards, and tries ahou,j De few and simple, such as 11m- Texas and New Mexico estaDiisnea now,
importance until the
1908
5,623 ln international
to get It back by reason of an mcom- - nations uoon nubile indebtedness ana that t new condition attaches to Amer July
de
its
reaches
under the set of June 6, 1858, Is here
program
German
navy
In- 1909
6,307
THE CAPITAL QUE8TION.
a few provisos as to state officers and ican life. The frontier !b gone. There July
plete, unfinished survey, palpably
by confirmed.'
velopments, which will be between
to be 8(ate management.
Santa Fe must realize that the
and demonstrated
correct,
no longer an unoccupied area to acis
else
esEverything
line
1916-1difficult
Into
the
the
I venture
boundary
"It confirmed
34,603
Total
question will be a live Issue with
commodate the restless and the enter
should be left to future legislatures
tablished June 5, 1858, and the act of wrong."
Killed and field of conjecture as to the probable it from henceforth.
It must shake off
No heed therefore should be given to prising. Development hereafter Is to
consiuera-Hon- s
1858 made the boundary line the one
events.
Etnicai
course
of
Wounded
Battles.
and must strengththe manana
than extensive.
war party en Itself bothfeeling
the
small
hundred and third meridian; and so CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS, sllch Democratic demands as those for be intensive rather
will
83
prevent
with the people on the
The Santa Rosa Sun says very
initiative, referendum, recall and The economlceffect Is certain to be Lexington
It simply confirmed the establishment
449 ln Great Britain from provoking war outside as well as build up from the
that a constitution Is a Iim- nflwfaneied legislative notions. profound Is already felt ln the rising Bunker Hill
Is weak. When Inside.
German
of the boundary line and said nothing I truthfully
while
navy
the
37
Moultrie
Fort
That not miidh reliance Is
the rights of the people whlch can be threshed out bv the neo- - price of food supplies. The most charabout Clarks survey of the boundary itatfon upon
100 the German navy has reached its pro placed ln the adequacy of the provicrowaea ple at the
life tends White Plains
more legislation
American
the
in
acteristic
and
which
but
thing
that
and
no
time,
of
Is
happens,
maximum
line.
nothing
There
pr0per
question
149 gram
sion of the statehood enabling act
to Fort Washington
the more the people bind them- - haye aD80uteIy no place in a state toward disappearance
referred
kind; it settled no question of that into It,
229 because Germany will not throw ner prohibiting an election for the capital
Monmouth
selves as to the future, thus tying conBtitution.
a
and epitomized by Horace Greeley
long
Britain,
inferior
kind.
against
navy
72
until after 1925 may be gathered from
when be said to the oung man: 'uo Cowpens
oeace will probably follow ln wnicn the following editorial ln the New
"I got what facts I could out of the their own hands. Congress already
limitations
west! Go west!" Of this change the
dimin York Tribune:
GOOD ADVERTISING,
will
animosities
and
Congress and has prescribed certain
report In the Fifty-nintsuspicions
1,119
Total
must be placed in the constitu- Every paper, big and little, has had admission of Arizona and New Mexico
presented them to the House, and the which
"More appalling even than these ish. The British people will become
"Congress does not seem to have
ts 8ay tne pastfew days upon the Is the sign and symbol and brings figures was the fact that 1,531 men, accustomed to a certain diminution been
The next congress tion and these are:
bill was beaten.
properly impressed by the rape
is
era
old
the
of
that
fact
and
but
toleration
bill
The
home
bill.
"First That perfect
the
the gentleman presented bis
passage of the statehood
of the great seal of tbe commonwealth
women, boys and girls were killed in of tlhelr .International .position,
over.
In
world
be
on
the
sentiment
shall
them
judicommittee
wise.
to
some
It went
the
secured, comments are
of
religious
of Oklahoma, engineered by Governor
the seven Fourth of July celebrations with an Immense place
ciary. The committee on the judici- and that no inhabitant of said state most of them otherwise, and one New
place constantly maintained, per N. Haskell. Its faith in the ability of
actually 412 more deaths in seven
else
or
In
or
the
ever
as
to
not
that
CHANGES.
be
molested
would
through
so
shall
far
bill,
increased,
CLIMATIC
person
York
say
report
ary
paper goes
happy holidays than there were sol haps constantly
enabling acts to establish conditions
contrithey reported it adversely; I do not property on account of his or her New Mexico's population at present
under which the capitals of newly orThe U. S. Weather bureau insists dlers dead and wounded In seven of their spiritual and Intellectual
remember which. They- - were all mode of religious worship; and that is 154.000 or one hundred thousand that climatic changes are out of the the nation's battle for freedoml
butions to mankind."
states can be safely anchored
ganized
against It. There It laid during the polygamous or plural marriages, or less than that of Arizona. Most of question anywhere
in. the United
needed only a full comprehen
in designated spot for certain perIt
Sixtieth Congress. In this Congress polygamous cohabitation, and the sale, the newspapers fall Into the error of States. It
s
CRANK8 GET BUSY.
the Idea, for sion of the horrors of the
iods was not shaken by Governor Hasthe gentleman comes In in this fash barter, or giving of Intoxicating liquors assigning New Mexico to the Demo-t- o
The Estancla Dally Herald voices kell's removal of Oklahoma's seat of
that the cultivation of the ioned Fourth to awaken the people to
instances,
Is
ion. He introduces a joint resolution
of cratlc column. - The moBt intelligent soli will
demand: "Whoever
Indians and the introduction
government overnight from Guthrie to
change the aridity of eastern the need of concerted action in doing the following
with this title:
country, which comment perhaps, is that of the New New Mexico to semi-ariditIlquorB Into Indian
and event away with them. Mrs. Rice has sent the choice of the people here for dele- Oklahoma City, In spite of tho fact
the
convention
d
President
of
now
the
constitutional
to
tbe
"'Authorizing
term shall also Include all lands
York Evening Post, which Is represen-owne- ually to a moist climate. The weather an appeal to the governor of every gate
that the act of Congress admitting
United States, in conjunction with the
or occupied by the Pueblo In- - tative of the better posted of the bureau has columns upon columns of state ln the Union for
In should be pledged to the Initiative, the forty-sixt- h
state expressly providstate of Texas, to
and re- dians of New Mexico, are forever pro- - metropolitan newspapers:
these
With
recall.
referendum
and
ed that the capital should stay in
statistics to prove its assertion and the work of stopping the slaughter.
the
mark the boundary lines between the hibited.
i
Law
ln
the
to
embodied
e
peo
stars
more
two
Organic
teshave
re
of
Twenty-threaddition
"The
Guthrie until 1913, and that no elecgovernors
yet, there are thousands who will
Indian Territory and the state of
tion should be held before that year
"Second. That the people iLhabltlng the flag has peculiar significance in tify upon their oath or their honor, sponded favorably up to the time of ple will rule the state."
Texas, and for other purposes.'
state do agree and de- - the present Instance, because they are that the climate of western Kansas uhis writing and have promised to do It Is to prevent an ebullition of to select a permanent capital. Haskell,
said
proposed
"There is not a word said about the
the Presi- defying writs, state sheriffs and Uniclare that they forever disclaim all the last two stars that the present has changed through the settling up all in their power to establish and en- craukism that Congress andconstitution
boundary line between Texas and
ted States marshals and directing the
and title to the unappropriated continental territory of the United and cultivation of the state. Dr. W. force suitable protective statutes and dent demand that the
New Mexico, but he adds the words right
must be submitted for approval and automobile flight with the state's
and ungranted public lands lying with- - States, omitting Alaska on the ground H. Harrison of the Indian service who ordinances.
The
'and for other purposes.'
to
the
answer
concise
Why?
Dally seal, has neither dazed nor intimidatwill add to the flag, has made his
"As a substitute ror the ancient car the most
in the boundaries thereof and to all of
headquarters In Santa
commonwealth-build-ownecommittee on Indian affairs had noth
Herald's suggestion Is the following ed Congress.
Fe the past few months. Is one of nival of gunpowder, noise and death
lands lying within, said boundaries The process of
from
Ing to do with questions between the
Chieftain:
Pueblo
the
Pacific
of Detroit,
"In the law passed last Saturday
Springfield,
those who maintain that climate does the cities
or held by an Indian or Indian lng between the Atlantic and
United States and the Territory of
"President Taft yesterday signed arranging for the admission of Aritribes the right or title to which shall oceans is rounded out; and with It an change and that the cultivation of the Washington and others have carried
New Mexico.
of
the
territories
the
bill
exerof
From
most
attractive
is
out
authorizing
historical
zona
programs
and New Mexico similar condicompleted.
epoch
soil Is an important factor and therein
been acquired through or from
"Such things go to the Judiciary have
or any prior bov- - unorganized territory to organized lies great hope for the dry farmers 01 cise sports, historic pageants and Arizona and New Mexico to hold con- tions are Imposed as to the retention
United
States
the
on
committee or to the committee
now rests 0! the seat of government at each
and that until the title of territory, from organized territory to the territory. He says in the latest even display of fire works handled by stitutional conventions. It
territories, but the committee on In- erelgnty,
These entertain with the people of those territories to present territorial capital.
The procompetent experts.
tribes shall have statehood, the process has pursued its number of the Indian Journal:
dian affairs could not get jurisdiction such Indian or Indian
e
ments have proved not only more in- determine how soon they will enjoy bationary term Is, ln fact, made
Mflns-nlahfithe same shall be PV for one hundred and twenty-tlhre"Up to the middle and last half of
of that bill with an honest title. Unfor
the
much longer, Santa J?e is to be the
years, since the poor, decrepit Con- the nineteenth century, all the vast structive and stimulating to patriot- the benefits of statehood,
der the guise of that name which he and remain subject to the disposition
bill does not confer uncondi- capital of New Mexico and Phoenix
absolute Jurisdiction gress of the Confederation gave the area east of the foothills of the Rocky Ism, but far more entertaining than present
gave to this child he sent It to the and under the
It
when
but
tional
old
statehood,
death
order
of
the
grants
the capital of Arizona until 1925. No
dealing
first solid pledge to the future In the mountains to within one to four hun- the
committee on Indian affairs, and he and control of the congress of thecertain conditions have been met.
Mexico dred miles west of the Mississippi day. It seems likely that the
election to establish a permanent cap
New
ordinance.
northwest
othmate.and
TTntt
the
lands
that
Is the Tanking minority member of
"The chief restrictions of the state ital is to be held until after that
Murderous
Fourth will
and Arizona enter the Union very river, and north to near the Hudson
Uhe committee on Indian affairs
and er property belonging to citizens of the
same fashion that Tennes- - Bay region was, and had been, from soon become a mere blot on the pages hood bill are that the constitutions date. Does Congress think that the
has been there for a good many years. United States residing without the said much in the
shall not become effective until ap- conditions will be respected by the
of America's history."
uuui-ukotime Immemorial, an unused grassy
It Is reported out with this amend- state shall never be taxed at a higher see and Ohio came in. mis
teBti-ert- y
proved by Congress and the Presi people of the new Btates If real estate
plain whose surface had settled and
rate than the lands and other prop- - process is one more striking
ment to the title:
ADVERTISING NEW MEXICO.
dent; that separate elections shall be syndicates get up schemes to estabwhich has gone hardened into an almost Impervious
"'Amend the title so as to read:
belonging to residents thereof; mony to that stability
The New Mexico Bureau of Immi held for the people to endorse the lish two different seats of governIn this crust
of fallen and decayed prairie
"'Joint resolution authorizing the that no taxes shall be imposed by- hand in hand with democracy
or rather its efficient secre constitutions and elect state officers.
ment and don't care to wait until 1925
gration,
country.
thereroots.
or
property
President of the United States, In con- the state upon lands
grass and grass
"These precautions are clearly ln before unloading their realty investH. B. Henlng, has entered upon
tary,
as
herefalls
New
for
Arizona
and
such
"Statehood
which
or
a
"Whon
may
rain,
junction with the Btate of Texas, the In belonging to
new enterprise, the publication of a the Interest of uhe people of the pros- ment? Down in Oklahoma enabling
,
it flowed al- a
Territory of New Mexico, and the after be acquired by the United States Mexico closes also a secondary -epoch fell in early spring-timeweekly newspaper or bulletin which pective states, for they will prevent acts are not supposed to stand ln the
commonwealth-bulldInto
roof
a
or
but
of
off
most
slate
in
tin
if
nothing
aa
the
for
its
process
state of Oklahoma, to
use;
and re- or reserved
Govin its first issue besides giving the the adoption of such constitutions as way of real estate speculations.
mark the boundary lines between said hercln, or In the ordinance herein lng, a period in which the process has the streams and away Into the great names and addresses and short ex- tne one that was approved by the peo- ernor Haskell the capital mover, has
states and territory, and for other pur- provided for, shall preclude the said moved forward more rapidly than it 'Father of Waters' and the Gulf, leav tracts from letters of
person making ple of Oklahoma. That unconditional set himself up as a bigger man than
state from taxing, as other lands and ever did in the history of the Union, ing ln days but little evidence of Its
poses.'
about New Mexico sets forth statehood has Its dangers was made Congress and the federal courts. He
In the twenty-on- e
years since the presence except ln the overflowed aInquiries for a
"The Indian Territory comes In un- other property are taxed, any lands
Taft ln a may or may not find occasion to reby President
systematic effort to ad apparent
plan
In- - election
of Benjamin Harrison to the river bottoms. The air over this vast
der the other purposes now, and still and other property outside of an
measurethe territory In the leading speech last fall at Phoenix, Ariz., vise that
vertise
Arlor
held by any presidency, nine states, counting
region was necessarily very dry.
the Indian Territory had got to be dlan reservation owned
and magazines of the country. when he characterized the Oklahoma ment, Meanwhile Congress seems to
papers
lands
such
been
will
have
zona
to
1870, The
"In the decade from 1800
and New Mexico,
the stute of Oklahoma at the time he Indlan, save and except
plan proposes a New Mexico Pub constitution a 'zoological garden of be confidently taking chances that
Introduced this Joint resolution, but aa have been granted or acquired as added to the Union. The only two through political and commercial ex- licity Association of which the Bureau cranks.'
neither Arizona nor New Mexico will
conlike
or
setthat
show
can
be
as
of
anything
vast
numbers
aforesaid
or
periods
granted
may
there was enough of the shade of the
people
citement,
"The present bill merely calls upon be Haskellzed."
of Immigration Is to be the executive
Indian Territory left to get the bill firmed to any Indian or Indians under the same record wore the years 1812-an- y tled In the present state of Kansa- s- body and for the support of which uhe people of New Mexico and Arizona
Into the committee on
act of Congress, but said ordinance 37, when seven states were admitted, many hundred times more than did at Boards of Trade, Commercial Clubs, to demonstrate to Congress and the
Indian
The Santa Fe system should give
wnen cignt that time In all the above named area,
and get a report of the commit- shall provide that all such lands snau and the years i40-tii- ,
banks, Irrigation and land enterprises, President that they are worthy of this
the best train service possi
tee on Indian affairs.
be exempt from taxation by said state states entered the Union. Of the and as this people came from Mis- real estate dealers and others more statehood and It will be granted." ble. city
It Is not fair to the many visitCon- - fourteen states that will have been
souri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohla, Pennsylor less directly Interested in bringing
The El Paso Herald emphasizes the ors from the south, for Instance, who
"Remember now that Clark In es so long and to such extent as
vania and other agricultural states, It capital and
tablishing this one hundredth meri- gress has prescribe! or may hereafter added to the Union in the
to New Mexico, same point when it says:
travel on trnlns Nos. 2 and 4, that
since the outbreak of the Civil war, was but natural for them to pursue contribute $1 people
dian established It to uhe west, away prescribe.
a week ln advance. The
"Now It's up to the territories to they are detained at Lamy until after
llabill"Third.
new
then
That
and
admitted
before
were
four
debts
their
the
In
1867;
the same occupations
from the true meridian, and took some
plan Is feasible and will save energy decide when they are to become the arrival of Nos. 9 and 8. Statehood
land of the state of Texas and added ties of said territory of New Mexico came a pause of nine years, till Colo-an- d homes, especially as the soil was of al and means now scattered and often states. If they enact the right sort has already resulted in many busy
came
the
centennial
the
debts
of
Work
the
counties
In;
most
thereof,
state,
rado,
Indian
now
to
the
fertility.
it
the
Ineffective. This Is the argument put of a constitution by electing the right men coming to the capital on political
unprecedented
Territory,
state of Oklahoma, and this generous which shall be valid and subsisting at then comes a longer pause of thirteen In plowing and planting went on and up by Mr. Henlng and It Is logical:
sort of men to the constitutional con and other buslnesB and when the
"Our admission to the union means ventions, they can get into the union constitutional convention is ln sesgentleman from Texas, coming from the time of the passage of this act years, a gathering of strength and regularly the -great hot winds of this
a state that gave this original land shall oe assumed and paid by said wind for the final effort, and the
region came.
They came today, but that for the next three years the new ln Bhort order, but If they start any sion, those who will be coming and
state, and that said state kotas, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, do not' burn up the growing crops as state will be constantly ln the public socialistic propagandas and work In going will be many, especially from
in New Mexico at a price of $12,000,- llablland
debts
as
now
such
nil
to
the they did forty years ago for the fol eye. It means that during this period any planks detrimental to the inter- the central and southern
Washington, Oklahoma, and
000, which was paid from the treas- shall,
parts of the
two southwesternmost
states, are lowing reason. Kansas occupies the New Mexico will attract the attention ests of the people generally, Congress
ury of the United States, this very ltiea, he subrogated to all the rights,
Territory. Quite a number complained
re- -'
and
of
a
the
within
It
is
circle.
describIndemnity
middle
will
above
area
brought
including
rights
of tho vast
of homeseekers, of land buyers and
keep them out until they work on last Saturday evening of unnecesgenerous gentleman, this very Just
existing in favor of said lltlcal growth that has resulted from ed, and grew to partial maturity Investors of every clasB who have out the proposition satisfactorily."
gentleman, when he comes to hare
sary detention at Lnmy and the Santa
this commission examine the line be- territory or of any of the several and kept pace with the marvelous abundant crops, and as occurs today never given us a thought as a terriFe will not only help this city but It
tween the Indian Territory and the counties thereof at the time of the economic development of the Inst an area of low barometric pressure tory. It Is New Mexico's duty to take
The Demlng Graphlo, in large type, will create a good ImpreBsInn on Its
g
would pass over the Dakotas, Minneso- full advantage of this great oppor proclaims that the three popular bills own behalf, If it were to pay special
state of Texas goes back to the Kid- passage of this act: Provided, That twenty years, And ln a way the
in this act shall be construed Ing of the territorial form of govern-a- s ta and even Canada, drawing the tunity for development. It la to the of the day ln New Mexico are "State- attention to the running of trains on
der survey, which locates this one
manner
legal- ment from the continental
United superheated and dry air from Texas interest of every one ln any way con hood Bill," "Bill" Taft and "Bill"
hundredth meridian many chains to
the Lamy branch line during the next
validating or in any
the east of the Clark survey, and lo lzing any territorial, county, municipal States suggests that passing of the and Oklahoma over this comparative- - nected with our development to get
year or bo, at least.
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cates it there in order that the state 0r other bonds, obligations, or evl- of Texas might get back the land denes of indebtedness of said terrt- whlch uhe Clark survey would take tory or the oountles or municipalities
away from it on the east.
thereof which now are or may be In- He further says in the Joint res. vald or 1Uegal at the tlrae
pro-lution:
posed state Is admitted, nor shall the
'Provided, That the part of a line
..m
run and marked by a monument along ln lRW u any manner vallaaUng 0r
of
the
parallel
north lat legalising the same.
itude, and that part of the line run
"Fourth. That provision shall be
and marked along the one hundred m,ca nH (ha utoMlahmant anA mull!
and tWrd degree of longitude west of tenance ,
of publlo ,onooU(
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DEATH

Dispatch From Farmington
Tells of Trouble With
the Indians
TRADER

WASWELL

KNOWN

Norman L. King Describes Visit
to Wetherill's Home
in 1906.
of the Bhootlng at Richard
Wetherill received yesterday in a
special dispatch to the New Mexlciu
from Farmington state that Wetherill
was shot and killed near Blake's TradFarming-ton- .
ing Post, 60 mlleg south of
The dlspatoh says: "Wetherill
and Finn, another trader of Pueblo Bonlto, went to the Indian camp and there
Nava-Jo- s
got Into an altercation with the
alregarding stock. The Indians
some
leged that the traders had stolen
of their stock and branded It. Finn
Is aleged to have drawn his revolver
over
and to have hit one of the
the head with the weapon, nearly killing htm. The men then started back
toward Pueblo Bonlto.
The dispatch says:
"The Injured Indian's squaw notified other Indians and Jumping on
their poineB they followed Wetheiill
Anand Finn, soon overtaking them.
other argument ensued and during
the heat of the dispute WetherlU took
a rifle from a Navajo ad broke it over
a stone. The Indians declared that
the traders then opened Are on other
Indians and one Navajo, the only one
still armed, returning the Are, killing
Wetherill. Finn and the Navajo rode
70 miles to the agency at Shoprock
to Superintendent
and surrendered
Shelton In whose custody they now
DetallB

"Two Indians, several traders and
the
others, are aleged to have made
statement that Wetherill and Finn
have been taking and branding Navajo horses and cattle and sheep during
the past five years. It Is alleged that
in some cases they have bought part
to
of a Navajo herd and when ready
driven away
ship have rounded up and
the rest"
said to
Sympathy at Farmington le
be entirely with the Navajos.
Was Known Here.
A number of well known Santa
Feans were grieved yesterday to hear
to
of Richard Wetherill's death, for
them Wetherill was known as "the
prince of entertainers."
Four years ago some one Informed
the authorities In Washington, It was
said, that Wetherill had been getting
some valuable curios and stones from
the Pueblo Bonlto ruins and the government ordered the surveyor general
to have a survey made and practically
Pueblo
"separate" Wettherlll from the
Bonlto ruins.
BoCaptain Grygla went to Pueblo
nlto but did not have a satisfactory
matthe
over
Interview with Wetherill
ter. It was said tnat the captain had
anticipated meeting a very disagreeable and- rough man, living 60 miles
the
from civilization, and perhaps
exmost cordial greetings were not
events
changed from the start. At all
the surveyor general's office force got
and
busy and a party of surveyors
others started for Pueblo Bonlto going
could and
by rail as close as they
a
then taking a six horse team and and
barrel of drinking water, tentB across
march
provisions for the long
Northe desert. In the party were Washman L. King the veil knOwn
and draughtsman,
ington surveyor
AriWilliam Strover who now Is in colzona, Charles Haspelmath, curio and
lector who now is in Germany,
Frank Delgado and Edward Andrews,
both of whom are living here.
Took Fire Arms.
armMr. King and his party were
at
ed to the teeth when they arrived
Pueblo Bonlto for tlhey did not know
them
Just how Wetherill would receive
on their mission of "separation."
Seated in his home here last night,
some
and glancing occasionally at
old cl H
priceless souvenirs of the Wetherill
dwellers given him by Mr.
Mr. King told of his meeting with the
trader who was recently killed.
"We arrived at line postofftce called
consistPutnam, In the village which
store
ed of Wetherill's domicile, his meetand his postofflce. Instead of
send us back,
ing an armed force to
BO
years,
Wetherill, a man of over
a
with a long patriarchal beard and
intelligent pve. name out and
It
warmly greeted us. He said that
was a good sight to his eyes to see
from
a white man as he lived 60 miles
out of our
any, and asked us to get ours. His
wagon and make his home
a
house was an adobe that covered
later
lot of ground, 'all frontage' and
after
when we accepted his invitation
we were greattelling of our mission
wealth and rely surprised to see the
finement of that home.
"'I haven't the slightest objection
to your making a survey as the government has ordered said Wetherill
In the
'for I am deeply interested
discovPueblo Bonlto. It was I who
ered the Mancos ruins In Colorado and
I am enthusiastic over the preservation of these ruins.'
"Ho then took us through his house
his wife
Miying that he regretted that
and children were away visiting but
as he
asked us to dine on such. fare
a
could put up. Instead of finding
so
far
life
because of his
sml-savag- e
Wetherll
from civilization we found
well Informed on current
exceedingly
.....
,i. h.H a lnrire desk over
and
which 'hung great brass lamps
on his desk lay nve uauy
or more monthly magazines which

-

vw

IB

tie read diligently.

Treasures He Had.
ir.n,nrin tnM no that he had
he
.
nearuj numo m (inmnlRlned that the
was getting great treasures from -- -.
ruins nearby ana
io,.b nf nottery- and that
IOUUUj BU""3 1"
of
he had alBO obtained some piecesum
ancient
rough turquoise that the
-

..,

in

a ,,tdontiv used for ornament
their estufa. He gave us pieces

of pottery which I have today and he
also gave us some fine specimens of
the Sioux bead work. His was Indeed
a ti ensure house, but not to much in
re'lcs aB In blankets.
He had probcollection of Bal-let- a
ably the flneBt
blankets in the world. In one
room the walls were covered with

these lilnnketa and he nolnted out one
he said he thought the finest in ex
istence and for which tie had refused
tha Kinn of 11.200. Near it were several
blankets each worth $400, he said.
Totem poies.
"Mr. Wetherill stated that during
the SI. Louis exposition he had been
in charge of the display of the Hyde
Exploring Company which has a
nillllcinalra back of the com DM y. He
said that at St. Louis tie had traded
off a number of his blanket! ror totem
nnles from Alaska as a manager of
an Alaskan display had some of these
curious historical images carvea irom
The specimens Mr. wetnerni
Ivory.
bad were beautiful, Indeed, and must
From
have been very valuable.
room to room we walked, gazing In
aatnnlahment at the treasures collect
ed by the old trader and our wonder
nient grew hour by hour as we reallz-.- i
that this was In the home of a man
who lived out In the desert 60 miles
away from others of his kind. Every
other day, however, the mall arrived,
an Indian bringing It on horseback
and every 48 hours we were able to
send post cards to our relatives and
friends telling of our queer Journey.
Killed
sneep a Day.
"flnr host not onlv feasted our eyes
hut fllnn looked after our stomachs.
He killed a sheep a day for our bene
tie
fit and he was an expert cook,
seemed perfectly delighted to have
some white men from the Ancient
City to talk to and he told us of his
travels and asked us many questions
flhmit nnra.
In one of tfha rooms of
his house I was amazed to find a
large panoramic photograph of Washington. D C. my former home. Not
even In Washington had I seen such
a magnificent picture and Mr. wetn-erll- l
said he would give it to me as
a souvenir only he- did not know any
place in the world to get another Just
like It.
Scout
Stealing Story.
that
Mr. Klne scouted the Idea
Wetherill could have come to his
due to cattle
death frnm trouble
stealing and said that Wetherill had
told him he was raising sheep witn
the Indiana on shares and had been
for years. "I don't think Wetherill
was the kind of man to steal came
anybody,"
from an Indian or from
ald Mr. Klne. "thoueh trouble doubt- leES arose over business matters. The
Indians, I understood, did not welcome
the Dresence of even one white man
near Pueblo Bonlto."
Wat "Anas-atta.- "
avs: "Mr. Wetherill
a nlRimtoh
leaves four brothers, all five having
s
been picturesque and prominent
In San Juan county for a quarter of a century. John Wetherill who
left that district two years ago Is now
on the Navajo reservation In Arizona.
Al in nnstmaster
at Gallun and Win
and Clayton also live in the Indian
country.
The widow Is left with five chil
dren, the youngest baby being only
a month and a half oia, vmicn auuo
a peculiarly pitiful feature to the
tragedy.
"Wetherill was known among the
which means
Indians as
nf ruins' being so christ
'a dtira-aened through his work In excavating
the ruins at Pueblo Bonlto ana else
where. According to word received
late last night by Mrs. Sellers the
man who was with Wetherill when he
was shot was Finn, a cowpuncher.'.'
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets will brace up the nerves, ban
ish sick headache, prevent despon
dency and Invigorate the whole system. Sold by all druggists.
MRS. MARY A. LAVENDER
GIVEN $4,000 VERDICT.

She Charged Pastor of Woodlawn M.
E. Church at Chicago witn
Slander and 8ued for $50,000.

June 25. Mrs. Mary
who sued Rev. B. D.
nrawfnrH mrntnr nf the Woodlawn
Methodist Episcopal chruch for $50,000 charging slander, was awaraea
verby a Jury which returned its
dict to Judge Mandan's court today. Dr. wrawiin T.ovonder chargedto various
per
..,
odnnseif her
sons' of having been unduly Intimate
with John D. Leek, a former
jiomn Minroh. inter at the head
of the Western Avenue M. B. church,
but at present a business man.
alleged that Mrs. Lavender
had confessed to him and his talke
to a
concerning the case was due
to preserve the honor of the
church.
Chlcaeo.

111..

A. Lavender,

pa"

it

HELD FOR GRAND JURY

IN $5,000 BAIL.

Special to the New Mexican.
Roy, N. M., June 25. A preliminary hearing In the case ot the
nf Np.w Mexico vs. a woman,
L.
,tA hnfnra
UCIU
" Ire JameS
WttT
miu.v TiIRt
The deMcFall at Roy, Wednesday
fondant, was charged with having ou
t,,ined several hundred dollars from
a bank at Raton, by means of false
pretenses and worthless cheeks. The
,.t hm.nd the defendant over to the
district court to await the action of
the grand jury In a bond In the sum
of $5,000.

.lAinaan. If a certain nerve goes
that this nerve
than the nrs-ncontrols will also surely fall. It may
bo a Stomach nerve, or it may nave
.riven ntreniyth and SUlJDOrt tO the
Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr. Shoop
that first pointed out to tne vusu
truth nr HhooD's Restorative was
not made to dose the Stomach nor to
temporarily stimulate tne rfean or
meiuuu
Kidneys. That
Is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
to
these
falling Inside
goes directly
nerves, The remarkable success of
this prescription demonstrates the
wisdom of treating the actual cause
Inof these falling organs. And It is
deed easy to prove. A simple five or
ten days test will surely tell. Try it
Bur-row-s
once, and seel Sold by Stripling
i

Co.
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Archuleta Calmly Watches
Ten Year Old Girl Burn
to Death

ILLICIT LOVE

ENDS

IN DEATH

Jaffa Is Asked to Tell
of Rails and Wirei in

Mr.
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Work in the fast anaj
Future Reviewed in

New Mexico
STATEHOOD

and atorage alcoves. All, excepting
nne. art nf the usual living-rootype.
This one room, 8 by 8 ft., was almost
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GROWING

Will
Fiend Shoots Woman and Then Philadelphia Publisher. Will Scientific Explorations That
Awaken New Interest in
Soon Learn Where New
Ends His Own Miserable
This Old City.
Mexico Is.
Life.
Trinidad, Colo., June 27. News
reached bore today ot a tragedy at
Verracjo Park, New Mexico, Carlos
Archuleta, a mall carrier, after shooting and seriously wounding Mrs.
Juanlta Gallegos with whom he had
been living witnessed tthe burning to
death of her ten year old daughter
and committed suicide. The shooting
followed a quarrel and the frightened
child endeavoring to light a lamp set
her clothing on Are. Archuleta watched her burn to death, and then went
Into a field and blew out his brains.
Mr. E. Weakley, Kokomo, Ind., says:
"After taking Foley Kidney Pills, the
severe backache left me, my kidneys
became stronger, the secretions natural and my bladder no longer pained
me. I am glad to recommend
Foley
Kidney Pills." In a yellow package.
Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.

FITZSIMMON3 MAKES
TRIP TO CLIFF DWELLINGS.
With the
He Hob-NoSanta Clara Pueblos and Succeeds
In Taking Their Pictures.

On the Road

(Las Vegas Optic.)
Interesting relics of the cliff dwel
were
secured by George Fltzlers
slmmons, secretary of the T. M. C.
A who returned last night from a
ruins near
visit to the prehistoric
Santa Fe. Mr. Fltzslmmons
says
the ruins are a marvelous sight to a
person who has never seen such
things. Because of the fact that
they have not been exploited and
visited by hundeds of people, as are
the ruins of Colorado, they present
a much better field for study of the
customs of the people who once oc
rock-hew- n
primitive
cupied the
homes. A custodian Is maintained
at the ruins to prevent vandalism.
No digging Is permitted and visitors
are not allowed to take away pottery
and other articles found In the apart
ments.
In visiting the Santa Clara Indian
village, Mr. Fltzslmmons made friends
with the former governor of the pueblo, who presented him with a number of pieces of pottery which he
had taken from the cliff ruins twelve
years ago. Mr. Fltzslmmons also se
cured from the Indians a primitive
mortar and pestle, made of stone.
Grains of corn, thousands of years
old, he also secured.
Mr. Fltzslmmons was fortunate In
of
being able to secure photographs
a number of the Indians In their full
regalia. Some of the young women
put on their most gorgeous Jewelry
themand clothing and permitted
selves to be kodaked. Photos of the
Indian men In their war bonnets werf
snapped while going through the mo
Hons of the war dance. Carter Harof Chicago, and other
rison,
and Influential men have
tried in vain to obtain permission to
photograph the Indians.
Mr. Fltzslmmons has been securing
souvenirs of the southwest during the
time he has been here. All his In
dian articles he purchased from the
Indians who owned and wore them.
His friends say from the number of
articles of Indian clothing he pos
sesses, all of which he purchased
ne
from the backs of the Indians,
must have left a trail of scantily clad
redskins behind him on each of his
trips.

Acting Governor Jaffa's

office

Is

be-

ing turned Into an information bureau
since the good news has gone around
the world that New Mexico Is soon
to become a state. Many people all
over the country want to know one
thing or another about New Mexico,

showing the great advertisement
statehood really Is.
Mr. Jaffa received a long query to
day for Information for South Amer
Tne mileage or railican republics.
roads in the Territory, the length ot
telegraph lines and various other matters were gone Into. Mr. Jaffa Intends to furnish the information.
A week or two ago even a well
house
known eastern
publishing
which gets out an atlas was Ignorant
a
that New Mexico is part of the United States Judging by a letter written
by the firm to a Santa Fean stating
that the firm would pay the express
charges on the printed matter but
that the Santa Fean would have to
be
arrange the duty which would
about ten per cent.
. Pistol Thief Arrested.
Captain Fornoff of the mounted po
lice received word that Samuel Phil-Hpaged 38, of ICstancia, had been
arrested by Mounted Policeman John
Collier for the theft of a pistol which
He soon discov
was found on him.
ered that it costs money to carry pistols In New Mexico. He paid the fine
and was given hours to leave Estan-cia- .
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Acaslo Gallegos has gone
to Torrance county on business.
Miss Eva Wlentge, stenographer of
the department of education was called to Albuquerque by the death ot
her aunt.
The clerk ot the district court Is
Issuing summons in the suit recently
filed by Attorneys Venable and Mann
by the Pittsburg Trust Co., et als, vs.
the New Mexico Central Railway, et
als., and the same trust company vs.
the Albuquerque Eastern Railway, et
als., the suits being for the foreclosure of mortgage bonds.
ANOTHER

ROLAND

IN

THE SENATORIAL

RACE.

Former U. 8. Civil 8ervice Commissioner James Williams, Now a

Healthaeeker at Silver City, .
Is Hankering After I
Toga.
nvater Hiiv. V. Y.. June 25. While
Roosevelt
echoes of
marriage bells are
sill heard, It Is reported nere oy
friend, of the famllv that there Is to
be another wedding within the family
in the near future. Miss mnel Koose-vel- t
entertained at Sagamore Hill as
her personal guest James Thompson
Williams, Jr., son of Bishop Williams,
of South Carolina, and a former newspaper man and prospective United
States senator from New Mexico.
winiama waa recognized by several
newspaper men, but before they could
reach him Miss Eethel had called to
him fmm hor Amcurt. There was con
siderable noise accompanying the ar
rival of the train, but ner welcoming
shout sounded like "Jim! Jim!" Then
he Baw her, jumped across the road
way and upon the nign seai ubhiuc
her Thev clasned hands for a mo
ment, and the next the horse was off
at a lively trot, turning the nrst corner In the liveliest kind ot a man
ner.
Williams and Miss Roosevelt passea
the nftomnn walklntr through the
MIsb
grounds of Sagamore Hill, and
WANTS $31,120 BACK
drove him to- station late
Roosevelt
HIMSALARY PAID
In the day.
Mr. Williams has been at silver uny
That there are ten years' salary due for his health.
him amounting to $31,120, Is the statement made by Joseph B. Mayo in a
Tf vnn are not satisfied after using
mechanic's ilen filed In the office of
s
of a
the according to directions
Probate Clerk Armljo, against
of Chamberlain's Stomach and
bottle
of
Gold
Old Reliable
Mining Company
Liver Tablets, you can have your
San Pedro.
The tablets cleanse and
Mr.
Mayo states that money back.
claim
his
In
fha atniTinnh lmnrovo the
he was made general manager of the
Give
regulate tne bowels.
company January 1, 1900, and held digestion,
a trial and get well, Bold oy
such position up to Muy 15, 1910; that them
he was to draw a salary of $250 a all druggists.
month for his services, but that he
never got It; that the company re- PRELIMINARY HEARING OF
ALLEGED TRAIN ROBBER.
fuses to pay this salary which has
amounted to $31,120, but on more than
one occasion the company has recogAlamogordo, N. M. June 25. A prenized the justness of his claim.
liminary hearing was given M. R
tndnv hofnrn II. 8. Commission
Is smin,
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
er M. Parker hero. Smith Is accused
1,1
n ffimrnntna that. If VOU are
train hold up at
of of the sensational
not satlfled after using
A number ot witCarrlzozo
recently.
a bottle according to directions, your nesses from Carrlzozo were present.
mnncv mill ho refunded. It Is UD to
The porter whom the robber forced to
you to try. Sold by all druggists.
accompany him in holding up the passengers said he would identify Smith
CHASING. CHINESE
as the man and so do two passengers. CANANEA.
OF
OUT
t mu, Mouli-n- . train robbery is punlohnhlB hv death. Smith was arrested
Celestials Have Appealed to Minister by Mounted Policeman W. E. Dudley.
at Washington Demanding
Assistant U. S. Attorney - n. vv.
Protection,
rinrir of Los Vi'irns appeared for the
government and George Pence of Car
Naco, Ariz., June 27. Two Chinese rlzozo, for the derenitant. J. ne govSonoru,
establishments, at Cananea,
ernment rested and witnesses for the
lhave telegraphed the Chinese minis defense are now on.
ter at Washington, demanding protection from the Mexicans, It being reThe Conservation of Nature's Re
ported that the Mexicans are preparsources,
ing to dynamite all Chinese stores and
state
Applies as well to our physical
to run the Colestials out. Cananea
C. J. Budlong,
has had no vegetables for a week the as to material things.
condiR. I, realized his
Chinese gardeuer being afraid to Washington,
was
tion, and took warning before It
bring truck to town.
too late. He sayB! "I suffered severethe disease bely from kidney trouble,
TAFT AUTO RUNS
have
OVER AN ITALIAN. ing hereditary In our family. I
taken four bottles ot Foley's Kidney
consider myself
of Remedy, and now
Beverly, Mass., Tune 27. Ono
be a
President Taft's automobiles, drivon thoroughly cured. This should
over warning to all not to neglect taking
by his son, Ropert A. Tatt, ran
too
Is
until it
and seriously injured an Italian street Foley's Kidney Remedy
Burrows Co.
Sold
Stripling
late.
by
laborer today.

SGHOO IL OF

subterranean, and has tne appearance
nf havlnz been the clan klva. Above
is an open room containing some ring
ing stones, wnicn, when struck uy a
atina nf the same kind, five out a
clear, metainu HuuHu, iuca w

ARCHAEOLOGY

of Ruins of Ojo Ca- and Survey
were probably used to call the men to liente Valley Proves Them
the klva. Above this open room Is a
to Be Extensive
living room. Doctor Hewett calls this
the
of
rooms
House
The
group of
nf,nded

DV

.trinea

0f

deer-ski- n

Priest.
The IfoiiBo nr Villain of the Snake
n
People was so named from the palnt-lnf fha reat "Plumed Serpent"
found on the wall ot the kavl ot this
group. Small etchings ot the Plumed
Serpent aleo occur. This klva la a
"cava klva." having been enclosed en
tirely within the walls ot the cliff.
Here again there Is a group of rooms
adiacent which probably constituted
the dwelling ot tbe priest. The row
of holes In the floor common to most
of the kavls of this region appears
here. The holes vary from 8 to 6
Inches in diameter and from 6 to 12
Inches in depth. There are 6 in a
12 Inches
straight line, averaging
apart the usual dlstauce. Separateo
Is
ot
another
row
hole,
holes
from tbe
In which a noat waa set. This was al
refer
with
"certain
a
In
position
ways
ence to tine ceremonial opening m iue
klva wall through which the sun's
rays, entering and falling upon tne
post, produced a shadow which served
to mark certain Important divisions
of time."
Some distance above and to the left
of the klva, was found a cave burial.
The body was placed upon the face,
with the head to the west, and the
knees drawn up against the chest.
"The skeleton was almost completely
articulated. The body was first wrap
ped In a white cotton garment, which
was probably the dress worn during
life. It 1b of firm texture and excel
lent weave, and large portions are

ALTERATIONS ON

OLD PALACE

of Oxford University
Here for Original Research
Work.

Fellow

The alterations on the Old Palace,
(Records of the Past.)
necessary for the Installation of the
The bulletin of the Archaeological
Rlto de los Frijoles room, are nearlng
Institute of America for February,
completion. It Is expected that the
front part of the building which Is to
1910, consists of annual reports and
be devoted to administration, and the
financial statements. The renort Of
museum rooms In which are to be disDoctor Edgar L. Hewett, the director
o
played the ancient culture of Paja-rltof the School ot American Arcnaeo-lozv- .
Park can be opened soon after
crlvefl the general Dlan of
the
July 1.
work ot the school and a report on
S. G. Morley
reports to Director
what is already under way. ine worn
Hewett that the archaeological suri
nuHinod under a headB archaeo
vey of the Ojo Callente valley can be
logy, ethnology and documentary his
completed next week. The extent ot
on
De
must
which
carries
of
tory, each
the ancient ruins in the valley far exwith reference to tbe facts determinceeds expectations and it is intimated br the ohers. If aufllclently reliable
ed that the results will be of the
results are to be obtained. The plan
highest scientific importance. This Is
is to have a general base ot operaa joint work ot the School of Archaetions, near an Important field or re
ology and the Bureau of American
search, where an adequate museum
Archaeology. Frederick W. Moage,
field
base
in
a
Ann ha develnneri' and
chief of the bureau, and well known
nnh culture center to be investigated.
for his works on soutnwestern history
to
In
order
Is
museum
The
necessary
and ethnology, will arrive later In
afford opportunity for tne stuuy 01
the summer to participate In the work
field resulta as well as to prevent ana
in nerann. After .Tulv. headauarters
ot
the
benefit
for
the
public
display
of the expedition will be in El Rlto de
material gathered.
Frijoles. The force in tbe field tnis
The old Governor s Palace at Santa
G. Mor
week consists of Sylvanus
Fe, New Mexico, affords such a per
ley, archaeologist, J. P. Adams, Burmanent base. It Is the oldest govern
vevor Donald Beauregard, arattsman
ment building In America, so In preservlne It the school Is rendering a
of Indians from San
of the; body was a fleer. A force
valuable service. It Is being refitted The outer wrapping
Is employed on excavations.
or beaver fur.
a
fnr the various usea of the school robe ot otter
Barbara Frelre-MareccMice
s Fellow
The museum is to be educational, con The robe was made by first twisting
of Oxford University. England,
an arrived today, via Washington, D. C,
tain!,,. tha .o,,lta .f the atnrlv nf each small rone of vucca fiber about
.. nu u Jlomatar- -, thpn..
.... . .1
-a
u u.v....
to take up special studies in etnno-log- y
ancient culture consiaerea in lub wui i.a Bignia ul u
Use will be made of with the shredded fiber ot the eagle
of the school.
under the direction of the school.
uuuuu
was
She comes for a term of trom one to
paintings and mural decorations lllus- or turkey feather, tne iur
fur
a
rope, two years of original research work
tratlng the environment under which upon the cord, producing
culture waB evolved, about a quarter of an Inch in diameter, among the Indians of the southwest.
each
special
rObe
.
.. ..u
ft
intO
m
WCB
WnVfn
whtnh
vnana
thfn
nlnns
A.t.l.n.
i n u.uu
,
1 UUlUg! tlJUB,
(IV-UCOwe.).,
and restorations will be used, as well with very open mesh. It seems probPain anvwhera stonoed In 20 min
able that this was the customary utes sure with one of Dr. Shoop's Pain
as tvoe collections
as
but
the
the
dead,
mode
ot
ad
for
reserved
rooms
wrapping
are
Certain
Tablets. The formula Is on the 25- ministration rooms; others for the ac- - majority of interments were in
box. Ask your Doctor or Drug
cent
of the
photographic teries in the open, the wrappings are gist about this formula! Stop womandepartment tor for tbe greater part uecayeu
works,
ly pains, headache, pains anywhere.
architectural reconstruction, the Un
The largest cave klva that has been Write Dr. Shoop, Racine Wis, for free
gulstic laboratory, and one lor a found Is not far from the Snake trial to prove value. Sold by Btripung
studio for the artist.
House. IU Blze would Indicate that It Burrows Co.
The San Juan valley and the Rio was for tribal rather than clan use.
Grande valley are the two general It was decided to restore It as an ex ERVIEN AND 8ULLIVAN IN
DEMINQ ON WAY MOmt.
regions being investigated at present. ample of this form ot sanctuary. 1 ne
During the summer ot l03, worn wan flnnr waa eleared and vestaees ot wil
In
mortar
the
mountain,
adobe
In
low loops set
continued on the Navajo
rtominir N M.. June 25. Land Com
the last district ot the San Juan region rows of holes were found. Kemains missioner R. P. Ervien and Territorial
m h exnlnred archaeologically. The
or slnami were uncover- - rnelneer Vernon L. Sullivan, ot me
the flre-nTsegt-ot-socanon waa tbe center of e4 Tne vor at this point was not territorial good roads commission, are
operations during the first part ot the conciuaed
Inspecting the roads in the vicinity oi
season, mnau
wicmuu"'
Tha mn ntnturesaue oblect thus Demlng In company with Dr. J. G.
were found, far studied In the Rito de los Frijoles
comcavea and burial-place- s
Molr, chairman of the good roads
vleldlne valuable collections of "bags Is the great ceremonial cave at the up mittee of the Demlng Chamber of
conof woven yucca and cedar bark
per end of the series ot ledges. i nis Commerce, and N. A. Bolich, a mem
taining nnantlties of irrass seed, medi ha heen made accessable to visitors ber of that committee. Messrs. Sulyuchuman
hair,
of
cotton,
cine bags
by the building of 90 reet or iaaaers livan and Ervien arrived In Deming
ca and buckskin; baskets and mats and the cutting of 200 feet of trail and about noon yesterday by automobile
of various styles; feathers and iur alalrwav in thn stone. The klva In from Silver City wnere tney nave o
robes; belts of cotton and yucca this cave Is one of the best preserved Inspecting the Mogollon road.
woven In colors; sandals of yucca ana and best constructed of tne region.
Trvlno ft Ra thel are tnstaiung an
cotton In great variety, many woven
Tho achnnl has everywhere planned electric motor to run their ice cream
and
design
In patterns of beautiful
to nreserve. first, by excavating ouna freezer.
color; Implements ot stone, woou, logs or by any other means wnicn win
Wednesday nieht and Friday night
of
some
pottery
horn and bone, and
and nara nf flour atandlne on the Southern
further deterioration:
ruins
Several
texture."
rather crude
objects burled Pacific tracks were broken Into and
Nava-i-n second, by recovering
formerly uuknown except to the
tnem, euner robbed of a few sackB of flour, There
In debris and
mere dincnvered. the most Important in tho hnlMlns preserving
excavated In proper re Is no clue as yet to who committed
of which Is the cliff house called Kitlation to their original environment, or the tht ft.
(Keet-seel- )
by the Navajo, it is In museums. The ides Is not to reHarry S. Plummer and George 8.
situated in a branch of the Tsegl store and repair, but to arrest deter- Bosworth each gave notice today ot
canon, and consists ot at least 150 ioration. Small
details are some- his Intention to make final proof on
rooms. It Is In a good state or preser times restored In order to Illustrate hia hnmestead entry.
These two
Klt-slI
vation. About 10 miles from
aneclal feature, but only after claims lie a few miles east of Demlng
nm
of
about liu
a amaller cliff ruin
of numerous examples, so near Carre, station.
It is in the study
rooms, known as Getatakln.
that it can be done with accuracy. - H. C. Teel, of Indlanola, Neb., is
undisturbed.
and
excellent condition
"The dominant Idea snould be its pre- prospecting In the valley.
Professor Byron Cummings, of the aervatinn as ruin, and not its restora
R. E. Laffoon, of the firm ot McCan
nao
nas
of
Utah,
State University
the ideas of any & Laffoon, la In Missouri making ar
to
tion
according
charge ot this work. He also discover- one."
rangements to move his family nere.
ed a remarkable natural bridge, known
feature of the work nas
Anoher
a few Navajo as "Nonneznozni.-ile- been making the ruins accessible.
What a Summer Cold May Do.
In the reelon. difficult of access,
A summer cold If neglected b Just
trails have been construct
Necessary
s
between the Navajo mountain and the ed, Btairways made passible ana
as apt to develop Into bronchitis or
Do
Colorado river. It is an enormous
In place, always, when possipneumonia as at any other season.
put
271
a
span
arch of sandstone, with
archaic plan ot con- not neglect it. Take Foley's Honey
the
following
ble,
dtu
the
is
ton
of tbe arch
ii,ie The
and Tar promptly. It loosens
and placement.
below. struction
Inflamed
feet above the dry stream-ben hohoif nf documentary history, nnnifh. soothes and heals the cold
all
of
It
ahead
from
These dimensions place
Doctor Hewett made a visit to Spain, air passages, and expels the
other known natural bridges.
simnisn ar the system."
the
he
whom
Investigated
The most ItUDortant work in tne mo chives relative to America. Mr. A. T.
rirnndo vallev during the last season Bandeller ahs in preparation.
a MRS. ELLA RAPLEE
ARRESTED IN TEXAS.
was the beginning ot the excavation of Bibliographic Introduction
to tne
the ruins of ancient villages suumeu stndv of the Documentary History ot
com
nenntv Sheriff C. R. Young left Ros- the base of the Puye cliff, and
the Rio Grande Valley."
in
for Wichita Falls, Tex., going af
well
teuow
O.
pletely covered by the talus slopes.Morley,
Mr.
Slyvanus
These ruins, now caned laius rueu- American Archaeology, went to Yuca-to- ter Mrs. Ela Raplee, who nas ueen pla
maici-men- t
oi
a
onnstltiita
larce proportion
oariv in 1909 to study the orients- ced under arrest there upon
the ruined towns of the Rio Grande n
at Roswell on the charge ot aid
temnles. He visited
r:iva
f
their stndv changes some
oi
iiow
Chlchen Itza, the largest arcnaeoiogi-ca- l ing George W. Reeves, formerly lo
nan-el- l
In a scheme to defraud a
the nrev ous notions ot tne cnu
In the state, and there secured
site
cash
j.Ditln0 nf thla rnelnn. "The
the orientation of 17 of its buildings. cal bank of the sum of $1,000 by
ed 'cavate lodge' must be considered Later he vlsltod Uxmal and niaae ou- - ing a bogus draft in payment ot me
simply as back rooms of terraced serrations on 20 of the principal Insurance. It will be remembered
houses built on the ledges against and structures there. He also surveyed lhat Tleeves left the country with a
talus
of buildings wnicu strange woman, leaving his wife and
upon the cliff walls. These
as an important group
as- family at Roswell In a destitute conpuebloB are 'true
show a remarkable system or
built
dition after cashing the bogus draft
definitely as are those
Injhe semblage,
The wom
caverns of the San Juan drainage."
ivrr tnhn P. Harrington has Deen through misrepresentation.
Two ot these were excavated at the working on the ethnological branch an under arrest at Wichita Falls is
base of the cliff, just under the great ot the work. He has been studying tbe alleged to be the one who helped him
community house of Puye. Higher up. Tewa language and mythology from carry out the scheme. It Is thought
arrest
on the second ledge of the cliff wall, material
gathered among tne lunuius probable that Reeves is under
two similar villages were excavated. nf i,o Hnn Ililnfnnsn nueblo, the social nf Wichita Falls, also, although di
named,
Three of these have been
and rect Information to that effect has not
of organization of the Yuma Indians,
The House of the Wi-i- , The House
been received.
other languages.
m
noma
'iue
and
the Moon Symbol,
respectively.
the Turkey People,
In
At El Rlto de los Frijoles, also
vilthe Rio Grande valley, two talus
ot the
lages, designated as The House
Sun People, and The House ot the
Snake People, were excavated, un iue
face of the cliff above the Sun House
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
were numerous sun symbols, consistconcentric
of
One
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those entirely
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rooms,
nfMinoa, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer.
gethercave
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It Isn't an Important news Item but
"No doubt Persopolls had more
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A. D. Hamilton Will Travel
to Santa Fe in a Prairie
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by motor car has been greatly stimulated by the advent of this highway.
The headquarters of the new Santa Fe
Trail (has dally Inquiries concerning
the possibilities of easy travel and
temporary logs of the route have been
put out pending the preparation of a
complete permanent log. In the summer and early fall of this year, numerous runs, some endurance, some of
a leisurely nature, will go over this
road, and for the motorUt as well as
for the farmer It Is a great advantage.
this
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tlon. The mere suggestion of any-thing else Is absurd. We are going
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